New Software for Orthodontists Streamlines Workflow, Increases Practice Efficiency

WASHINGTON, D.C.—From intraoral scanners and digital extraoral imaging systems to intuitive software, Carestream Dental prides itself on providing the orthodontic solution. That's why, in order to help practices stay ahead in a competitive market, the company has introduced CS OrthoTrac v14 practice management software and CS Model+ software to minimize clicks, automate processes and simplify everyday tasks.

CS OrthoTrac v14 is the latest update to the industry's longest-standing orthodontic practice management software. The new treatment card improves practice efficiency with features such as patient compliance monitoring. Users are given an overview of broken or rescheduled appointments, damaged wires, broken brackets, etc. With this valuable knowledge, clinicians can have important conversations with patients and their parents about why treatment may be taking longer than expected and how to get back on track.

The treatment card also includes the first-of-its-kind universal aligner tracking. As clear aligner therapy becomes more popular, practices have struggled to manage treatment across a mishmash of notes and reports. However, universal aligner tracking is a designated place within the treatment card to track how many aligners are given to a patient and document the prescription instructions and duration—regardless of manufacturer, brand or if made in-house.

CS OrthoTrac v14 is available as either an on-premise or cloud option.

For the back office, Carestream Dental has also launched CS Model+. Rather than just digitizing a manual process, CS Model+ actually instantly sets up, segments, analyzes and presents digital models. That means clinicians regain what was once a time-consuming—yet valuable—step of treatment planning.

Once a model is setup, the software automatically analyzes the level of difficulty of the case and generates robust orthodontic reports, ranging from Bolton Analysis to ABO Discrepancy Index. The software also can provide visual simulations of treatment to present to patients, which may aid in case acceptance. CS Model+ is compatible with digital models acquired using the CS 9300, CS 8100 3D or CS 8100SC 3D imaging systems or the CS 3600 intraoral scanner.

Visit Carestream Dental in booth #1733 to learn more about how Carestream Dental provides the complete orthodontic solution. For more information on any of Carestream Dental’s other innovative products, please call 1.800.944.6365 or visit www.carestreamdental.com.
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About Carestream Dental
Carestream Dental provides industry-leading dental digital product lines and services, including imaging equipment, CAD/CAM systems, software and practice management solutions, for dental and oral health professionals. With more
than 100 years of industry experience, Carestream Dental technology captures two billion images annually and aids in more precise diagnoses, improved workflows and superior patient care. For more information or to contact a Carestream Dental representative, please call 800.944.6365 or visit carestreamdental.com.
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